


5 Step Social Marketing Traffic Strategy

Social marketing is one of the primary ways many people interact with others in 
this day and age. No longer do they use snail mail – and phone calls are 
becoming increasingly rare, too. 

Today, people primarily communicate in two ways – text messages and social 
networking sites. So it makes sense to use those methods to reach your target 
audience when you’re a niche marketer. 

Unfortunately, many (if not most) marketers haven’t got a clue about how to best 
use social networking sites. They don’t know which ones work best, what to post 
on them, or how to make sure their time is well-spent. 

That’s what we’re going to focus on here today – maximizing your use of social 
networking sites so that people pay attention when you post, strike up a dialogue 
with you, and share your conversation with others to help your posts go viral. 

Step 1: Choose the Same Social Networks as Your Audience

The first step you have to take is figuring out which one of those social 
networking sites will work best for your niche. Not every network is good for 
every niche. 

Some will be a complete waste of time for you. Others will be like striking gold. 
How can you tell which is which? Do you just go with whatever’s popular at the 
time – or proceed like you’re throwing darts, hoping something will stick?

Neither. You want to be strategic with your efforts. Let’s go through an example 
to show you how you can analyze various social networking sites to see if your 
audience is there. 

Let’s say your niche is vegan cooking. You have a vegan cooking website, you 
promote recipe guides as digital content and tangible kitchenware from Amazon 
on your site. 

First, ask yourself who your demographic is. Vegan cooking is for men and 
women of all ages (including the kid’s cooking niche). It’s for all geographic 
areas, too. 

But there are some social networking sites that work better than others for the 
cooking niche. Cooking is a niche that appeals to the senses – sight and smell, in
addition to taste. 



Obviously, the audience can’t taste or smell the meals you’ll be talking about, but
they can see it. So when you think about which social networking sites work best 
for visuals, you come up with these:

 Pinterest

 YouTube

But you also want to utilize Facebook, Twitter and Google Plus, too – because 
those sites are places where people routinely share items they find on both 
YouTube and Pinterest. 

You may want to think in terms of two tiers. Tier one could be a YouTube video 
that you post, which includes a hyperlink back to your website. Take that video 
URL and share it on the tier 2 networks: Pinterest, Twitter, Facebook and G+. 

Your target audience will see it on both tiers – the first place you posted it, and 
the sites you shared it on. You can also embed the video on your blog and then 
share that blog URL on the other social networking sites. 

If you know that the site will work well for your niche, start looking to see whether 
or not your audience is there. That can be done with a simple search. Every 
social networking site has search capabilities. 

Type your niche keywords in and see how many results show up. Then take 
action on the results, like this:

 On Twitter, you’ll get tons of results for vegan cooking. Follow those people 
talking about it.  They’ll likely follow you back – some may have automated 
systems that follow you in return. This also opens up the Direct Message 
option in case you find competitors you want to collaborate with in the future. 

 On YouTube, you might see hundreds of thousands of results. Check out the 
top channels and click on their Discussions tab. Post a genuine comment to 
them (it makes your username on YouTube hyperlinked to your channel, 
which can help fans find you, too. 

 On Facebook, the search results will show Pages and Groups. Check those 
out, and use your own FB Fan Page to “Like” other pages so you can 
participate there as part of the audience (hyperlinked, of course). 

 On Pinterest, you can follow the people who have Pinned vegan cooking 
items. They’ll be notified and usually follow you back – especially if your 
boards are of interest to them.  And of course, if they like your Pins, they’ll 
share them on their own boards. 



 On Google Plus, circle and participate in the people whose results show 
they’re into using this social networking site. It will give you a list of people 
and pages to follow. Go ahead and follow them so that you can participate in 
their G+ conversations and get exposure for your site, too. 

If you conduct a search and you find very little information for your niche on 
there, you could try making new headway with a couple of posts to see what 
results it generates for you – but don’t waste too much time – stick with networks 
that you know have your audience already there. 

Step 2: Complete a Profile That People Want to Follow

Social networking profiles are so important. It’s a person’s way of getting to know
you before they introduce themselves to you. It’s also a way they can learn more 
about you than what you’re currently posting on the site. 

There are a few things you want to make sure you have in place when you fill out
your profiles on these sites. 

 On Twitter, don’t you dare leave your profile pic as an egg. That’s the default 
picture and nobody takes a user with that seriously, so add a nice headshot of
you for branding purposes. 

Use your profile space to really make your brand stand out and look 
professional. You can add a background and a header picture in addition to 
your profile pic. 

Many people use this space to include their domain URL and some of their 
eBook cover images, if you’re a product creator. 

Make sure your settings are optimized. Under Settings, make sure you’ve 
enabled Discoverability to let people find you on Twitter by your email 
address. 

Under Settings and Profile, you have a space of 160 characters to create a 
short snapshot of who you are. Don’t waste space putting your URL here – 
you have another area to add your website. 

Instead, add information about you as a person. Make this part engaging and 
fun or informative – and humanize it. People don’t want to read profile bios 
like, “Everything about vegan food.” Snooze! 

They want to get to know you – the niche leader – so say something like, “I 
teach people how to kick their fast food habit and embrace vegan (yummy, 
not yucky) meals.”



In this area, you have the chance to connect your Facebook profile to your 
Twitter, s you can do that if you want to – but it’s always best to tailor a brand 
new message if you have time – one that speaks to the different audiences. 

The design of your background can be chosen from their premade themes, 
but a real savvy marketer creates a unique background. Get someone on 
Fiverr to help you if you don’t know how. Make it pop!

 On YouTube, start by logging into your account and creating a channel trailer.
This is a short trailer to let people know what your channel is all about. 

Then go to the About tab and enter your YouTube channel bio. The first 
couple of sentences can be shown elsewhere on the site, so make those 
count! 

To make your channel stand apart, have some channel art created – it’s the 
image that your visitors will see when they stop by your channel. It should be 
a 2560 X 1440 px image and you can put links into the area as well so that 
your domain is promoted. 

 On Pinterest, there’s not a ton of profile set-up to do. But there are some 
basics that will make your profile and boards stand out. Start with your profile.
Set it up with a good headshot and an interesting bio area (you only get 160 
characters). 

Add your website and have it verified by the system. Then set up your boards.
Basically, this is how you categorize your interests. It’s best not to be all about
one single thing. 

People typically don’t like being “promoted to” by sellers on Pinterest. They 
want to see things from real people who share the same interests. So let’s go 
back to our vegan cooking example. 

Your Pinterest boards might be: Recipe Books, Kitchen Appliances, and other
cooking interests. But it should also include boards for real interests you have
outside of cooking, such as “fashion,” “inspirational quotes,” and “Nail art,” for 
example. People can subscribe to your whole Pinterest account, or individual 
boards. 

 On Facebook, if you have a Fan Page, you need to set up your profile there, 
too. Go into Edit Page and add the basic information. You have 155 
characters for your Short Description area. Make sure you place your URL 
here! 



You can then enter a long description to better describe what your fan page is
all about. Give them your slant! What sets you apart from other people? Do 
you believe in doing things differently? Say so!

There are tons of spaces to fill in where you can let people get to know you 
better – use them all. They include: Bio, Favorite Books, Personal Interests, 
Awards and more. 

Under the Settings tab, make sure you enable the option to have your page 
shown under “Similar Page Suggestions.” That way, if someone is on a page 
related to yours, they’ll see your page as a suggestion in their sidebar. 

 On Google Plus, go to your profile section and get it set up. Use a nice 
headshot rather than a logo here.

You have the option to let your profile get discovered in the search results. 
Make sure you enable that. 

You can change your cover photo to something that promotes your brand. Fill
in all of your story in your profile, and make sure you include links to all of 
your other social networking profiles as well!

The basic key to setting up a good profile on social networks is to adhere to this 
three-part formula:

1. Always customize your graphics, whenever possible.

2. Always humanize it so that your personality shines through.

3. Always be thorough and fill out every available space they give.

When you do those three things, it helps you attract a loyal audience within the 
social networking sites – people who want to be alerted whenever you post 
something new. 

Step 3: Befriend and Engage Your Target Audience This Way

So by now you’ve honed in on the social networking sites that will work best for 
your niche audience – and you’ve set up an amazing profile that looks 
professional and oozes personality and appeal. 

It’s time to start networking. That’s what these sites are made for, so this isn’t the
kind of place that’s good for lurking. You need to seek out your target audience 
and start interacting with them. 



Begin by doing simple searches for keywords in your list. So go with different 
variations. For example, don’t just use the word “vegan” – use words like 
“vegetarian”, “dairy free”, “cruelty free” too. You want to befriend people who talk 
about the same niche in different ways. 

Start with groups and pages initially – whenever possible. If you’re on Facebook 
and you have a fan page set up, make sure you’re signed in as that page before 
you start “Liking” other pages. 

You want your interaction there to be as your fan page, not your personal 
Facebook account. That way, whenever you interact on a competitor’s page (with
genuine, not spammy commentary), people can follow you back to your page 
and Like yours, too. 

Next, find individuals to follow. This is best done on Pinterest, Twitter and Google
Plus. These are networks where the “follow back” is used a lot. You want to 
follow the right people, not just everyone who happens to mention your niche 
topic. 

Try following businesses and people who are enthusiastic about the topic and 
who post frequently.  If they haven’t posted on Twitter since 2012, it’s not worth 
following them. 

Following other people should not be done all in one sitting. It should be done a 
little bit each day. Pick a number, like five people or groups per network, and go 
through and find that many people to follow and interact with every day. 

When you follow someone, find some way to interact with them. Let’s do an 
example on Twitter. Look for someone in your niche who is:

1. Active on Twitter

2. Has a decent amount of followers (maybe over 1,000)

3. Responds to others – doesn’t just post, but replies, too

When we look for the vegan cooking keyword phrase, there’s a result for 
@brianeetc – a person who has over 1,000 followers, posts regularly, and 
interacts with her followers. Perfect!

You can follow her and send a message. But don’t just be generic and say, “Hi! I 
love vegan cooking, too.” That’s a waste of her time. Go to her website and find 
something you want to comment to her about. 

Her website is located at http://www.brianneetc.co.uk - so when you go, you can 
look through her recipes or blog posts and comment about those. Or, ask her a 

http://www.brianneetc.co.uk/


question such as, “Hello @brianneetc – I’m a vegan. What’s your favorite vegan 
recipe that I should try making for my family?”

Now when you post, make sure you put a word in front of their username. In the 
above example, I used the word “Hello.” Why do you want to do this? 

Because if you start with their username, then they are the only ones who will 
see it, and if you put another word (or a fullstop) in front, others can see it, too. 
You want their audience to be able to see it – because then they might check our
your profile and follow you, too!

Another tip – don’t accidentally put any type of punctuation right next to their 
name, like this: @brianneetc! They won’t see it that way. It needs to be standing 
alone like this: @brianneetc – so if you need to put punctuation, put a space in 
between. 

...and just to be open and transparent, @brianeetc is my daughter :) 

Step 4: Inject Some Multi Media Into Your Social Interaction

Text is great! Everyone reads the things you write when they’re diehard followers
of you on social networking sites. But it’s a good idea to mix things up and add 
other forms of media too – primarily images and videos. 

Infographics do really well whenever you have a niche topic. You can create your
own and have your URL on them so that when they get shared by other people, 
your branding stays intact. 

Images increase the number of responses to your posts in social media. You can
add images that you buy on sites like istockphoto.com or depositphotos.com – or
you can share something like a meme that’s already online and available to be 
shared by others (with permission). 

Video clips can help you get a good response, too. You can post video on all of 
these sites. Make sure you have branding in place within your video. If the link 
isn’t clickable, then make sure it’s written in the beginning and ending of your 
video (or placed on the bottom of the screen continually. 

Step 5: Promote Free and Then Pay to Power It Up

All of the social networking you’re doing should begin to pay off in terms of 
branding, list building, traffic and conversions. It doesn’t happen on day 1. It 
requires consistent action on your part. 

Eventually, you’ll want to increase exposure to your accounts and use some paid
advertising. Take Facebook for example. If you have a post in your fan page that 



you want to get seen by more people, then pay for a “boost”.  Do make sure you 
target your “boost” or go through the ads section to select targeting.

You can target age groups, genders, locations and users who have certain 
keyword phrases associated with their accounts. This helps ensure your ad 
spend isn't wasted. 

Social marketing doesn’t have to be intimidating. Think in terms of real people 
and real conversations. Toss out all of your anxiety about it as a traffic source 
and look at it as more of an invitation to interact with like-minded individuals. 

It’s definitely one of those situations where – if you try too hard, you’ll sabotage 
yourself. People will see you as a spammer trying to be strategic with them. 
Instead, loosen up your tie and become one of the leaders in your niche by 
getting to know your audience and providing answers to their questions and 
direction for their needs. 

Don’t forget one of the most important elements of social networking success: 
consistency. If you’re only posting on networks once every few weeks, it will be 
hard for people to get to know you and virtually impossible for them to look 
forward to your messages because it’s a fast paced setting and you’ll be 
forgotten within 48 hours. 

Don’t let yourself get bogged down with it, though. Practice quickly getting in and 
out of each site, so that you’re not spending more than 5-10 minutes on each one
per day. 

Some people get on these sites and spend hours – and that’s a lack of focus on 
your part. You should have a set of action steps each day after your initial profile 
set-up, which includes:

1. Log in and check for interaction (responses, contact by others) and reply to 
those. 

2. Find 5 new people to befriend or follow and post a quick message to them. 

3. Share your latest blog post or offering on the site.

Exit out and work on other things, such as product creation, new blog posts for 
the next day, and so on. Understand that it gets faster for you as you become 
more comfortable with the platform. 

You might even consider subscribing to updates to the blog for these sites. For 
example, you might subscribe to the Twitter blog so that you can see when new 
features are announced and be one of the first people to take advantage of 
implementing it with your audience! 



5 Step Social Strategy Checklist

1. Where is 
your audience?

Facebook Twitter Google+ Pinterest YouTube

2. Complete 
your profiles

Name Profile Pic Bio Links

3. Network and 
engage

Ideal audience Influencers Related niches Competition

4. Multimedia Image quotes Photos Infographics Video

5. Promote Cross link Network Website links Paid ads



How Can I Help You?

I’m Jan Kearney from My Local Business Online.  I help 
micro-business owners get visible online.

I believe that every business, no matter how small should be 
online and using the web to their advantage.   I understand how everything fits 
together and offer coaching/mentoring, training and done for you services:

 Local business websites
 Local SEO
 Blog (WordPress) installation
 Coaching/mentoring and training in the North Cheshire area

I’ll be honest and say my style isn’t for everyone.  I’m straight talking and don’t do
bull, hype or crap.  I tell it how it is.  I’m a bit like Marmite, you will love me or 
hate me!

You can find out more about what I do, get in touch or follow along on the blog at 
www.mylocalbusinessonline.co.uk.

Speaking of blogs, blogging is an amazing way to start bringing targeted traffic to
your website.  Discover how to build a better business blog (free!) by signing up 
to my challenge at http://www.mylocalbusinessonline.co.uk/build-better-business-
blog-challenge 

Why not pop over and say hi on... 

http://www.mylocalbusinessonline.co.uk/build-better-business-blog-challenge
http://www.mylocalbusinessonline.co.uk/build-better-business-blog-challenge
http://www.mylocalbusinessonline.co.uk/
http://www.facebook.com/mylocalbusinessonline
https://plus.google.com/+mylocalbusinessonlinewidnes
http://twitter.com/jankearney
https://uk.pinterest.com/mlbojan/
http://uk.linkedin.com/in/jankearney
https://www.youtube.com/user/alocalbusinessonline

